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Physics-Fission 
FRAGMENT ENERGY DISTRIBUTION IN_THE SPONTANEOUS 

FISSION OF CURIUM242 

Richard LYillan ·shu~y 
Radiation·:Labora:torj ·and Department of Ele~rica:l Engineering 

·University of California, Berkeley, California 

October lB,· 1950 

ABSTRACT 

.. The energy distribution of the spontaneous f'i~sion fragments 
242 . -~ .. ·~ ... : ;'' .l•Y .• ::. 

of Cm has.been measuredo Both fission fragments fr~· a binary 

fission were measured simultaneouslyo · The experi~ental method con-

sisted of photographing the pulses from a double ionization chambere 

The topological features ·of the distribution are • .the. same as 

for slow neutron fissiono The fission is more symmetrical than uranium 

or plutonium slow neutron fissiono The total kinetic energy of the 
.. 

fragments is greater ·than for slow neutron fission of plutoniume 

Specifically, the low and high energy peaks are at 7B and 105 Mev, 

respectfullyo The error in these values is probably 5 Mev and it is 

believed that they are high by this amounto Curves of the three 

dimensional energy distribution, the single fragment energy distri-

bution, total energy distribution, calculated mass yield curve, and . 

uranium slow neutron fission calibration are pre~ented in the texto 

A comparison is made with previous work in slow neutron and spontaneous 

fissiono 
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FRAGMENT ENERGY DISTRIBUTION IN THE SPONTANEOUS 
FISSION· OF CURIUM242 

·· Ric hard Lyman Shuey 

·UCRL-959 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

October 18, 1950 

INTRODUCTION 

The observations resulting from the experimental study_ of the 

fission process have ~ead to_a better und,erstanding of the nucleus ... 

M~itner and Frischl first pointed out the analogy between the division 

of a·liqui~ droplet into two nearly e~al parts and the fissionin~ of 
l 

a heavy nuclei.. Bohr and_ ~eele~b ~n their classical paper on "The 

Mechanism of Fission" performed a-detailed analysis of the fission 

process based upon this so-called liquid drop model of the nucleus .. 

Pres~nt and Knipp,3 Metropolis and Frankel,4 and others have extended 

the Bohr-Wheeler calculations by considering in more detail the nuclear 

distortions leading to fi~siono The results have-been in fair agree

ment with experimental evidence except for the observed asymmetry of 

fissiono To be specific, the ~iquid drop analysis indicates that the 

most probable fission mode should be one in which the nu9leus splits 

into two equal parts and that this mode should result in the greatest 

total kinetic energy; these conclusions are not in agreement with 

observed factso 

Another approach to the theory of fission is to take the 

experimental data on the division of .charge, mass, and energy between 

the fragment and try to deduce the mechanism of th~ fission process 

from themo . Using this type of approach, the fission process has been 

examined in some recent papers.. The known mass and fragment energy yield 
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curves combined with the information on fragment decay chains are useful 

in developing a consistent theory by such an analysiso The analyses of 

Way and ~igner, 5Present,6 Coryell, Glendenin and Edwards,? Kingdon,8 

and Burton9 are of this type, but based upon different assumptionso 

Unfortunately, no one of these analyses see~s to give a completely 

satisfactory resulto The complexity of fission may well be such that no 

simple, adequate explanati9n existso Neve-rtheless, it is evident-that 

the understa!lding''of' the fission- process would be increased -·if more 

experimental··results were availableo 

It is believed that fission induced by a particle or gamma~ 

ray is really the spontaneous fissioning· of the nucleus after the 

particle o~ gamma-ray is absorbedo2 In other words, the compound nucleus 

is actually formed and exists for a finite period of timeo This nucleus 
I -

is excited by the kinetic energy· it has absorbed from the incid~nt 

particle and the binding energy of that particle; in the case of gamma

ray induced fission, the energy of excitation is equal to the gamma-

ray energyo. The excitation energy leads to large distortions of the 

nucleus that result infil?sion with a very short half-lifeo For example, 

when u295 absorbs a slow neutron, it becomes u236 in an excited state 

and the energy of excitation is equal to the approximately 6o5-Mev 

binding energy of the neutrono If the excitation energy of the compound 

~ucleus is sufficiently great, Bohr2 has suggested that the nucleus 

may boil off neutrons before-the fission takes place; Jungerman and 

Wright10 have found some experimental evidence indicating that this 

mechanism exists in fission induced by high energy particles., 

It is interesting to examine how the energy, mass, and charge 

distributions of the fragments from heavy element fission change.with 
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the excitation energy of the nucleuso A good deal of work in the field 

of induced fission has already been reported by other workerso As 

indicated above, the nucleus in spontaneous fission is in the ground 

state, and the results might be quite different from that of induced 

fission., The present work is concerned with the energy di'stribution of 

the fragments resulting from spontaneous fission., 

Jentsche11 and others have determined the mass and energy dis

tributions of.the fragment$ re$ulting from slow neutron induced fission., 

The most _accurate mass yield curves are those of the plutonium project 

staff12 and Katcoff, Miskel, and Stanleyo13 The most recent work on 

the energy distribution of fra~ents resulting from slow neutron fission 

of uranium is that of Burton and Hanna,l4 and on fission fragments of 

plutonium, Burton and Thompsono15 The former is a particularly comprehen-

sive report and the authors make detailed comparisons of their results 

with those of the previous workerso The results of these experiments 

indicate that both the mass yield and energy distribution curves follow 

the familiar double peaked shape., In disagreement with the Bohr-Wheeler 

theory, practically no symmetrical fission exists and the maximum kinetic 

energy release does not correspond to a symmetrical fission., As the 

atomic number of the fissioning. nucleus is increased, the fission becomes 

more symmetrical., It should be noted that the mass yield curve is 

obtained by chemical means and thus is based on the masses existing after 

some radioactive decay of the fission fragments has taken place., The 

kinetic energy measurements are obtained from ionization chambers and 

give the kinetic energyof the actual fragmentso It follows that a mass 

yield curve computed .£rom the ~ragment energies should not agree per

fectly with the chemical curve;.· however, the disagreement is more than 

expected.,l4 Direct experimental data on the charge divisions are not 
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available, but estimates can be made from the observed decay chains .. 5,9 

Newton16 and Goedcermann and 1Perlmanl7 have determined the mass 

y~eld curves resulting from fission induced by high energy particles. 

Jungerman and Wright10 have measured the corresponding single fragment 

energy distribution.. Ro~en and Fowler17 and others have measured the 

energy distribution for fast neutron fissiono The above experiments 

indicate that as the kinetic ener~ of the incident partfcleincreases, 

the fission becomes more symmetrical. It follows that as the nucleus 

in sponta~eous fission is in the ground state, we might expect the 

resulting fission to be les~ symmetricalo 

Because of the chemical difficulties resulting from the low 

spontaneous fission rates of all known isotopes, the mass yield curve. 

of the fragments from spontaneous fission has never been determined .. 

The single fragment energy distribution from the self~fission of Pu240 

has been studied by Segr~ and Wiegand,l9 and Whitehouse and Galbreith20 

have repor~ed the single fragment distribution for the spontaneous fis-

sion of natural uraniumo Neither of these experiments disclosed any 

difference between spontaneous fission and slow neutron fission of 

the same isotope.. The work reported in the present paper describes the 

double fragment energy distribution resultihg from the spontaneous fis

sion of em242• The high fission rat~ of curium makes it ideal for 

mounting on a thin film suitable for operation in a double ionization 

chambero The apparatus used is suitable for less accurately performing 

the same experiment, with 1U240, and it ~s hoped that this will be doneo 

EQUIPMENT 

A detailed description of the design and construction of the 

equipmentused is reported elsewhereo21 The present description will 

consider only the more general operational features of the apparatus .. 
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A general block diagram is shown in Figo 1 and indicates that the equipment 

consists of·a double ionization chamber and its associated electronic and 

recording equipmento Let us follow through on the diagr~ the effects 

resulting from a fission fragment in 9ne side of the double ionization 

chambero 

The sample is mounted on a thin film in the center of the 

cathode (see Figo l)o Cons~rvation of momentum requires that the 

fragments resulting from a binary fission go in approximately opposite 

directionso A binary fission will be defined throughout this paper as 

the splitting of a nucleus into two major fragments and possible prompt 

neutrons and alpha-particleso The small effect~ of prompt neutrons, 

alpha-particles, and gamma-rays_ on the momentum balance will not be 

consideredo Consider the fission fragment entering the upper part of 

the chambero The fragment is stopped in the cathode (source)-grid 

region of the ionization chamber and while being stopped, ionizes 
, 

molecules of the gass filling the chambero The electrons resulting 

from this ionization are collected on the plate (collector) and constitute 

a current into the input of the preamplif~ero The number of the 

_electrons is very nearly proportional to the energy of the 'fission 

fragment and it follows that the volta~e they develop across the grid

plate capacity of the chamber is proportional to the fragment energyo 

The output pulse of the pre-amplifier is clipped in time by a pulse 
-· -

forming ·network(PFN) and the result fed into the amplifiero One of the 

amplifier outputs is fed through a leng;th of RG--65}1 delay ~ble to the 

vertical ,deflection plates of a synchroscopeo The other output is fed 

to a discriminatoro If the input to the discriminator exceeds a fixed 

val~e, the output provides a synchronization pulseo The synchronization 
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pulse (a) intensifies the cathode ray tube, (b) initia~es the synchroscope 

sweep, (c) trips a scaler, and (d) advances th~ film in the camerao The 

photographed deflecti9n of the cathode ray tube sweep is proportional to 

the fission fragment energyo As all equipment is duplicated for the other 

side of the chamb~r, both fragment energies are determined s:imultaneouslyo 

It is of interest to consider the performance specifications 

of some of the units on the block diagramo The dimensions of the double 

ionization chamber are indicated in Figo 2; the electrical connections 

are shown in Figo lo The design of the grid follows the theory of 

Bu~emann22 and is such that all ~he electrons reach the collection plateo 

The top seal is lead, the spacers are ceramic and the feed-through insula-

tions are of the kovar-glass typeo A 96% Argon 4% carbon dioxide mixture, 

prepared at this l~boratory from commercial gases, was used in the chambe~o 

The gas was continuously circulated by means of a gear pump and passed 

through a hot copper reducer and calcium sulfate driero It is difficult 

to see how the all metal-ceramiQ chamber could contaminate the counting 

gas, and a study of fission fragment distributions for different purifi

cation conditions verified this beliefo
21 

We are now convinced that with 

the metal-ceramic chamber, the gas circulation and purification system 

was not neededo 

The preamplifiers and amplifi~rs used were built around the 

three tube cathode feedback circuits di~cussed by Elmore23 and Watkinso24 

They were operated with a bandwidth o~ 2 me/so The pulse forming network 

was constructed by conqecting lumped capacities to continuously wound 

inductances and had a clipping time of approximately one-half microsecondo 

The amplifier outputs were connected 9-irectly to the deflection 

plates of two modified synchroscopes, type TS-28/UPNo The beam voltage 
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for these instruments was obtained from a regulated volta~e supply 0 TYpe 

P-11 cathode ray tubes ~ere photographed with Leica cameras using a: relative 

aperat~e of f-2 and Eastman Super XX filmo The shutter was left open at 

all times and the film advanced after each evento Fogging of the film 

by the cathode glow of the cathode ray tube was eliminated b,y the use 

of a corning type 5030 Blue filtero To permit a~ignment checks between 

the two channels~ at set time intervals a small electric lamp would 

automatically light in front of each cathode ray tubeo 

The ionization chamber, preamplifiers, and amplifiers were all 

mounted in a well shielded boxo All leads to the box except the ampli-

fier outputs passed through LC filterso The diScriminator utilizes a 

biased blocking oscillator as the selection unito The unit will respond 

to a triangular shaped pulse Ool microsecond wide at its baseo The output 

pulse is Oo5 microseconds wide and 60 volts in magnitudeo 

The resolution of the chamber, at least for alpha=particles, was 
. . ~1 ~2 

checked with a sample contain~ng Am and Cm o With the gas mixture 

used, the rise time of the ionization chamber was approximately Oo3 micro-

secondso The voltage plateau of the chamber for fission fragments was 

determined with slow neutron fission fragments from u235o The operating 

point was more than 30% above the start of·this plateauo 

The gain of the over-all system was frequently checked by connect

ing a pulser to the cathode of the double ionization chamber and grounding 

the gr. ids o . The shielding of the ~ids is not perfect and some signal 

is picked up on the collection plateso These checks indicated that the 
,.. 

gain of the equipment was constanto The energy calibration was accomplished 

by observing the pulse size distril;mtion of the fragments resulting from 
. . 35 

the slow neutron fission of u2 o 
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The specifications of the curium sample used are given in 

' Fig. 3o The sample was made in the following fa~hiono 

A film was constructed by placing a drop of formvar E-ethylene 

dichloride soluti~n on the surface of a dish of watero The drop spread 

out on the water and formed a fairly even layero Aft~r the ethylene 
- - ! 

dichloride had evapor~ted, the formvar E-film was picked up from below 
\·~· .. 

onto a piece of Lectromtsh, a .commercial square grid with a transparency 

of about 30%. The film can just as easily be picked up onto a large 

ring. The weight of such a formvar E film was found to be roughly 5 micro

grams/cm2o A curium salt was then vacuum evaporated onto the side of 

the formvar away from the collimator. It is worth noting.that not only 

is it possible to make large thin films by this technique, but in 

addition a small amount of copper or gold can be evaporateq onto the film 

to make it conduc~inge 

The u235 samples were made by evaporating uranium in the 

metallic state onto a platinum plate. The plate was then heated in air 

to oxidize the uraniumo 

RESULTS 

The three dim~nsional fragment distribution for the spontaneous 

fission ~f curium242 is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The data are presented 

as a density plot in Figo 4 and in a summed form in Fi~o 5o The summed 

presentation of the basic data is a form suitable for further calcjllations. 

Loci of interest are indicated in Fig. 5o It wo~ld be possible to con~ 

structa continuous plot from the data available; however, as such a 

construction would involve an unwarranted and possibly misleading smoothing 

operation, it has not been madeo 
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The information obtained from channel I should be identical, within 

the statistics of the experiment, with the information obtained from channel II. 
I 

In terms of the three dimensional energy plot, the distribution should be 

symmetrical around the equal fragment e~ergy lineo It follows that as the u235 

calibration run, indicated that the gain of the two channels was identical, Figo 

9, the plot of Figo 4 should be ~~trical around a 45° line through the 

origino 
' 

Consider the thin curium sample. The fragments entering channel I 

have passed through the collimator and lost energy in this regiono This is 

because in the vicinity of the collimator the field is insufficient to prevent 

the recombination of the electrons and ions formed by the fragment. Therefore, 

the electrons formed in the collimator region may not be counted •. Experimental 

results reported elsewhere21 indicate that the curium is absorb~d evenly 

throughout the film, and therefore the small amount of energy lost in the 

film (less than 1 Mev) is on the average the same for fragments in both sides 
- . 

of the chamber. The fragments entering channel II, except for small film 

losses, lose all of their energy in the active region of the chambero It is 

thus reasonable to assume that the data from channel II are more accurate 

than the data from channel I. If this assumption is made, it is possible to 

·· correct the channel I information .and the three dimensional plot. 21 However, 

for the results of this experiment an excellent match, or good symmetry, is 

obtained if the origin is shifted slightlyo The required shift of lo5 units, 

approximately 4o3 Mev, is indicated in Figs. 5 and 6o 

Several facts are worth noting with respect to this correctiono First, 
' . 

. . \ 

the estimate of film loss discussed above is based upon the data of Segre and 

Wiegand25 and is believed to be conservativeo Second, let us assume that all 

of the electrons in the region of the collimator are lost. West26 has made 
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extensive measurements of the initial ionization of fission fragments in 

nitrogen at low pressure and extrapolated the results to standard conditionso 

He estimates that ionization causes the initial energy 1·oss of fission 

fragme·nts in nitrogen at standard conditions to be 6o5 Mev per mm of path 

lehgtho The energy loss in the 4~il collimator is thus expected to 

be roughly 6 Mevo It should be mentioned that previous experiments21 

with a much thicker collimator emphasize the importance of collimation 

losses and also indicate that they are larger than expectede 

These observations indicate that the differences in the channel 

I and channel II data are probably due to collimation losses. For .th~ 

reason, channel I w~s corrected to agree with channel IIo There is no 

_adequate explanation for the magnitude of the correction neededo 

The single fragment energy distribution curves for channel I 

and channel II can be constructed from the three dimensional plot of 

Figo 5o Figo 6 shows the sum of events in a row plotted against the 

deflection or energy corresponding to _that row; this is the information 

as seen from channel IIo The channel I information is found by summing 

the columns and is indicated, after correction, by the small circleso 

The lines of constant total deflection, or total energy, are 

shown in Figo 5o The sum of events along each of these lines has been 

taken and the result is pl~tted in Figo 7o 

The constant mass ratio (or mass) lines are the radial lines 

drawn through the origin of Figo 5.o The segments shown were distorted 

so that each square of the plot was completely in one segment. The sum 

of the number of events in each di~torted segment was taken; the resulting 

·mass yield curve is shown in Fig. So A high degree of accuracy is 

obviously not to be expected from such a plot. Nevertheless, it is 
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interesting to note that as for slow neutron fission, the heavy mass 

peak is close to 139o 
27 ' 6 

Mayer and Present have suggested the possible 

importance of the so=called magic numbersin such a qivisiono 

Calibration and Errors 

The basic energy calibration of the experiment was the energy 

distribution of the fragments from slow neutron fission of u235o The 

u235 was evaporated onto two platinum plates and these were run back to 

back in the chambero The samples contained roughly 100 13-nd 200 micro

grams of electromagnetically separated u235, respectfullyo Except for 
. .. 

the sample itself and the Po-Be neutron source, the conditions were 

ident~al with those existing when the curium data were takeno The chamber 

was not designed for high neutron geometry with the resuit that the 

amount of paraffin that could be used was insufficient to slow down 

many of the neutronso Figo 9 indicates the result of the· calibration 

runo The value of 92o7 Mev is from the paper of Burton and Hanna14 and 

has not been corrected for self absorption and collimation losseso It 

is assumed that the absolute energy calibration of their experiment was 

correcto It is worth noting, however, that as many of the results of the 

present experiment can be compared directly with previous data on the 

slow. neutron fission of uranium, the. absolute energy-calibration is not 

too importanto 

The film and collimation losses in the curium sample have been 

discussed previouslyo The uranium samples used in the experiment were 

less than 50 micrograms/cm2o Using the value of seeie and Wiegand25 for 

the stopping power of uranium,the u235 high energy peak shift has been 

estimated as about Oo7 Mevo21 
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There is a chance that an alpha·..,particle will be emitteq by one 

· nucleus coincidental with the fissioning of· another nucleus with the resu1l.t 

that the recorded energy -will be too large o Coincidental events ·are defined-

as events occurri:ng·withinthe resolving tilfle of the equipmenta The proba· 

b:ility of such an occurrence -can be estimated from Poisson's lawo This 

'· 
· calculation has been made -and less ·than--one -out of ten fissions should have 

an alpha-particle--superimpose-d on it.. Less than one ·fragment out of two 

hundred will be coincidental with two alpha--particles., The ·shift in the 

· high energy peak as ·a··result ·of -the-se -coinct-dental events has· been e-stimated 

as less than. 0 ~-6 ··Mevo 21 

It 'f·s pos·sible that ·if a ·sufficient number -of ·alp~a -pulses occur 

within the res olutiun ·time -of-the ·chamber, -the ·-result--will ·be --i-nterprete-d as 

a fission pul-se o -'!'he··probability·-that--thi-s·-will-o·ccur·-s1:multaneuusly -in ·both 

chambe:rs·is ·insi-gnificantly small .. 

The gain of -the -eqtli-pment··-wa'S ·-frequently ·cheeked ·-by ·111eans uf ··a 

pulse generaturo It has -a-l-rea-dy ·been--mentioned--that -the--pul-se ·generator 

was connected ·to· the . _sample plate---o£·-the ·-i-onization--cha.mber·:and-thus· provided 

an over=all equi-pment check., A -dri-ft of 111ore than 3 Mev ·would have been 

d~tectable, ·,and ·it is expe-cted that the error due to drift is within this 

limito 
·' 

The possi-ble film reading-errors are of the same ·order of magnitudeo 

After .the data -p~n~ed ·he-re-:were taken, the ·curium sample was 
··, .· 

again placed oin ·the•-cllamber., A short-run _-indicat-ed that-no :detectable -charge 

had .taken:place since -the ··original runo The ·cr:tteria ~or .comparison-purposes 

was· .. the location -o£ the single -f-ragment ·high -energy ·peako ; The ~35 sample 
\ ' -

was then placed in.the chamber., Again, a short test run indicated that no 

charge had•takenplace., 
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The l'OS'Si-bili-ty--·that ·coupling--existed -between ·the -two···channels was 

inves-t;.:igated when -the -equipment -was assembled ·but ·n-one···was ·observe-d, L-a·ter 

checks, incl-uding short -curium-runs -wi tb on,ly one channel-operating, verified 

the results -ofthis investigation., It is apparent that during the curium 

data taking runs, fission fragments simultaneously occurred in both chanrl~ls; 

whereas during the u235 cali-bration ·runs, they did not. It follows that if 

any coupling existed, it would ·seriously affect the -results!' The results 
I 

. I 

of every exp-eriment·-to--deteut···c-oupling--were negati-ve ·and· indicated that no 

detectable coupling-between c~annels erlstedo 

All -factors c-ons-i-d-ered, -it ·i-s--expected--that--the ·a-bsolute -values 

of the errors in the results. presented here are le-ss than-5 lV!evo 

DISCUSSION 

The -double··-rragment enez gy ·distri-buti-on -d.-ata ··of' -this· report ·can 

be- compared ·to--the-1Jrevi-ous-re'S'Ul-ts··-from··-slow·-neutron·-ri--6si-on_o Burton -and 

Hanna14 have -d-one--the·-most·-re~-work-with·-uranium, -whil-e Burt-on -and 

Thompsonl5 have --reporte-d -the l-at-e-st-experiments ·on plutonium., ·Their papers 

give a summary -of the ·pre-vious worko 
. ~ 

Since the work de$cribed in the present paper was first under ... 

taken, tbr,ee other groups have reported work on the fragment--e-nergy dis

tribution of -spontaneous··fissiono Wiegan-d and Segr'e.l9 investigated Pu24°; 

Hanna and his co""workers28 at Chalk River have reported some -preliminary 

results with cm242; and Whitehouse -and Galbreith20 --have studied ·natural. 

uranium. All of these inve-st±gations·-were -concerned -with···onl:y one of the 

two fi$sion fragments of a binary fission. 

Wiegand and·· Segr~ ····ele-ctroplat-ed 17-micro-grams ··-of ··separated Pu24° 

onto a platinum plate) 9The -single -side-d fragment '-energy··-di-stribution ·was 

observed and compared with the results from the slow neutron fission of 
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the Pu . pre·sent in the ·same···sample., The energy---was ·measured by 

photographing--the ·ampl-ifi-ed--pulses f'rom the ioJ,1i-zation----chamber o No detectable 

difference between --the-spontaneous fi-ssion -of Pu24° and slow neutron fission 

of Pu239 was observedo 

Hanna ~nd his co1orkers28 used a sample of em242 with 4 x 10 7 

alpha-counts per minute., A collimator of 1/12 transmission was placed over 

the sampleo The--fra-gment -energy-was ,detect-ed in ·an ionization chamber and 

recorded by ·lllean-s -of -a ;telr-pen -rec-order o They --reported high and . low 
~ . 

energy peaks -at 95 ·and --65 Mev; ---re-spi:mti-vel-y. Th-ey also -report a valley 

more shallow ·than ··for- Pu23 9, but -attribute -this to instruments tion errors o 

Their. resul ~s--are to be considered very -preliminary. 29 

Whitehou~;~e -and Gal-breith--utilb:ed ·a l-arge --cylindrical ionb;ation 

ch;mber with 57 milligrams -of natural-uranium-· in a l00--1!1icrogram/c:m2 layer .. 

No collimator-wa-s us·en;, -but -a self ... absurpti-on·-c-orre-ction -wa-s -man-eo' · They 

c: om pared :!;hei-1!." -re-sults-·wi-th-·-the ·sluw·-neutron --rtssi-on --or-·the ·-same- sample, 

and no differenee··betweerr-spontaneuus· -and -s·l-ow··neutron --fi-ssion--was ·-report~d" 

The i-nf-ormati-on--on -slow ·neutron -:-and· -spontane-ou-s -fissi-on is 

summarized in Flgo 10.,; ·The--results for uranium--and ·plut-onium -have been---

linearly extrapolated to c:urium --and are-giV(?n in the tableo In th~ liquid 

drop model of th~ nucleu-s2 the-value of z2/A is an i-ndication of the stability 

·of a heavy nuclei~ and for this reason ·it-has: been included in the table .. 

Burt-oti-.f.and Hanna14 -and -Burton a:nd--Thompaonl5 have constructed 

three dimensional energy .. proba:bility plots i'91' ·f'i·s-sion ~'fragments resulting 

from the slow· neutron-fi·ssion-uf·-urani11l'll-and-plut-onium;·-:-re~cti-vely., Their 

results are ·given in t~-e --f-orm -of -c-ontour--pl-ots --wh-ere -the --contour lin~s 

represent con-stant -probability o Their ·source ·of n~utrons -wa·s -the Chalk 

River Pileo -The ·data-were---ta:ken·-on a 30..,ch~nnel·pulse ·analyzero The 

copious source of neutrons and pulse analyzer resulted in data with good 
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statistics and in a form suitable for presentation as a contour ploto ' The 
·--,1 

resulting contour plots can be compared· with Figso 4 and 5 in the present worko 

It is apparent that the topological features of the curium plot 

are the same as those ·fhr the uranium and plutonium plotso ·By this is meant, 

the general sha-pe and chara-cteris~ies are the sameo ·From Figo 5 it is -quite 

clear. that the -maximum ·energy··-release does not correspond to a symmetric 

fis~iono 

The· ·-singleu·-fragment ·energ;y --di-striimtiorr -d-erived -from Fig o 5 is shown 

in Fig o 6 o The depth ·of··the -valley ··between-the ·high and l-ow -energy ·peaks 

has often be-en -taken ·ineorre-ctly ·a-s an·i:ndication ·-of ·the -degre-e ·of symmetry 

of fissiono It ·is known that ·mo-st instrrunentation ·errors ·-spread -out the two 

probability ·-peak·s -of Fig o 4 ·without ·-pla:cing·-count~ ··-on·-the ·equal ·fragment -energy 

line o However .9 ·-wtren -viewed·f'rom one oi'·-the ·energy coordinate ·tUre·ctions, the 

resulting. peaks·-overlapo Thi-s end -vi-ew-i-s ·in·-eff'ect a --single -fra-gment· energy 

plot-a The d-epth ·of the valley is thus seen to be very sensitive to i-nstrumen

tation errors and is not, from a -practical -standpoint, a good indication of 

the symmetry -of fi-ssi-ono The -ratio of the -high to low energy- peaks remains 

a good measure of the symmetry of fis·siono The allowed deviations from the 

most probable division are indicated by the ·sharpness of peaks in· three dimen--

sional plot and to some extent·by the single fragment valley shapeo Both of 

these properties are subject to instrumentation errorso 

Consider t·h-e comparison table of Figo lOo It should be remembered that 

spontaneous frssi-on is believed--to be·-the ·fi-ssi-oning··of -a ·nucleus in the ·ground 

state, while in slow neutron-fi:"ssi-on·the nucleu-s -has an exci-tation ·e·nergy equal 

to the binding -energy -of the a-dded neutron ·-plus -the ··neutr·on -kinetic energye It 

was mentioned in the introducti-on that ·for ·particle induced fission, an increase 

in the atomic number of the fissioning nucleus or the kinetic energy of the 
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impinging particle results ·in:more symmetrical fission. It·might therefore 

b~ expected ·ttmt -spontaneous ·fis-sion,· ·a-s ·i-t ·is ·the ·-splitting--of a nucleus 

in the ground·~a:te, -mml-d be ·less·eymmetrici:il-tha11-slow ·neutr·on -f-i-ssiono ·: 

The u2.38 and Pu24°·-re-sults··indi-cat·e ·-that -the la-ck ·-of ·-excitation -energy in 

spontaneous ·-fi-s-si-on·i-s not an -important -fa-ct-or in·d~termining the >node "Of 

fi~siono The topologi-cal f~tures -of the em242 pl-ot· verify this indicationo 

It might be ·mentioned that in view of. the -small differences existing between 

slow and fast neutron fission18 this conclusion is not surprisingo The ener-

getic causes -determining the -fission division proba·bly··eorrespond to energies 

larger than 10 Mevo In li-ght of the a-bove,. it -would s~em -logical to a_ttribute 

the difference-s between uranium slow neutron fission and curium spontaneous 

fission to the ·hi-gher -atomic number and ·greater mass -of curiumo Let us con

sider what the-se~":diff'~rence-s···areo The table ·of Figo 10 is a ·convenient 

basis for compari-sons o 

The·positions··of'-the-·hi-gh--and~ l-ow -energy--peaks--reported in -the ·pre-sent 

work are high~ ·than· --expected ·f"rom··the -extrapola-t-i-on --of ·Fig o 10· and ·are also 

higher than ·the Chalk Ri-ver··resultso '!'he -ratio :1Jetween the -high ~nd low energy 

peaks reported here is near· -the -expe·c-ted value and ·the Chalk River value ·high o 

It should be·· remeri1bered ·that -th~ Chalk River··figur~s are of a ·preliminary natureo29 
-

The ratio betwe~n--the--hi-gh ·and J:ow -enmw ·peaks ·i-s an indi-cation -of the most 

probable mas·s-d±vision in·fi-ssiono The ~trapolated value and the value 

reported here -are consistent -with the -vi-ewpoint that the heavy fragment -mass 

is constant o, It ·may- be recall~d that this i-8- ·experi111entally true for slow 

neutron fission, an~ ·has been asso_ciated -with the 111a~c neutron and proton 

numberso6 Hanna29 has indicated that the Chalk River value is in error but 

the magnitude of this error is not known to the authoro 
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The surprisingly high energy reported here combined with the reasonable 

value of peak ratio·raises the-question as to howvalidtheenergy calibration 

is o The calibrati-on method, checks, and errors have been discussed previouslyo 

Only the self'·-abs-orption, film absorption, and alpha background errors are 

different fr-om· -the ·ura]7i"tllll··and·curi1Il!l··-runs, ·and the ·smn··of these -differences 

should be le-ss .than··two Mev o If ·there ·-i-s a ·large ··err-or ·in··the est±mates -of 

the initial -energy l-oss cif -fi-ssi-on ·fragment-s, ·the ·difference ·may be largero 

It is felt that .. the Chalk R:i:vei"·re~ult-s·-arec--proba-bly :1:-ow---a.nd -the -values 

reported here ·high o Supper V-is -gi:ven-_-tu~·-th±s ·-reeli:ner~-by·--the -rement -rep-orl29 

that self-absorpl:lion-·and-coll-imati:-on COIL ecti-ons··-~h-oul-d··be--made··to·the ·pre

liminary Chalk Ri-ver ;f-i-gure-so The -si~e -of ·these 'COrrections is nut kn-owno 

There is no -experimental -evidence to· -support the feeling that the 
I 

results of the present experiments are -high, ·and, therefore, the calibration 

has been left unchangedo It is expected that the ·measurements are· correct 

with plus or minus -5 Mev, -or -roughly -5· ~ent o ·The -disagreement with the 

Chalk River -re-sults· is not explained o 

It is clear that if the results of the present ·work are corrE?ct, 

the . kinetic -energy -relea-sed ·in the ·-spont;aneous fi-ssion -of curium242 is 

considerably -great-er--than -tha-t liberated -in the -sl-ow ·neutron fission of u235 0 

We have seen·-that··-thi-s ··di~ferenc-e i-s··proba-bly a ·-prope-rty -of the elements 

involved apd n-ot a·~dii'fe-re·nce -betwe-en-spontaneous-and:-sl-ow·neutron f'issiono · 

It is intere-sting to consid-er the -possi-bl-e -~asons f-or -the ·increa-se in ·the 
··-

kinetic energy -releasedo 

curium remains ·constanto -The·-b±nding·energy·-uf·-the··-cmrfum·-nu:cleus ·is ·known 

to be greater ·than ··that ·uf···urani"tllllo A -crude -e-sti:mate ·of'·--thi-s·-dii'f'erence 
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can be obtained -by---adding the alpha ... deuay energy30 of em242 to· that of 

Pu23S; the ~sult is -roughly llo-6 Mev.. Seahorg has suggested that if the 

results of thi·s experiment are as'Slllll9d -t-o be -5 percent high, the increased 

binding energy·-of curium-may account for most ·of the additional fission 
\ 

kinetic energyo .Because ·the ··basic calibration -of -thi-s experiment-was -with 

uranium, the -·eompari-son--betwe-en·-uranium·and ·-curi-um is -~-ven in ·-preference 

to that between -curi111I1 and plutonium .. 

· SEreond, Bohr ha.s:point-ed out2 that ·f-or a ·given -nucleus, as fission 

b~comes more -symmetJ;ical, the t-otal-energy released -should increase .. 

Obviously, the end ·product-s of the decay 'Qhain should be differento The 

ch~mical mass yield curve .for curium fission is not --known, but the present 

ionization chamber -re-sults indicate the ·fission is probably more symmetrical 

and at least the initialft·ivi-si-on is -1I!Ore -symmetricaL 

Third,--we can consit!er the ·total·energy·-released constant., It 

is known that· th-e total·-en,ergy·-releas-ed ·in the --fi-ssion -of_ #35 ~-s -greater 

than 200 MevoJ2 The ·di-fference -'between·-the-total energy ·and the -sum of -

the fragment kinetic- energi-es --i-s acconnt-ed ~-r-or-by -th-e· prompt neut-r-ons, prompt 

gamma-rays, and--radi-oacti-ve- ·f-ragment:·-aecay -chains o ·The -kinetic -energy -of 

.the fragments--would-be--great-er ·if les-s---en-ergy--were· -ca-rri-ed-·away--by -prompt-

neutron and -gamma""rayso A·-deurea-s-e -in·-the--initfal··bfnding -energie-s of ·the 

fragments woul-d· -have--the -same effect --and--woul-d----ch:ange --the -d-ecay chains o 

It i-s· -seen--that --there ·are -three -ef:fect-s---which could ·make th-e fission 

fragment eriergy--of :-cruri:um--great-er -than that---of uranium~ ·-namely, the greater 

binding energy ·of -curium; the ·more -symmetrical fi-ssion of curium; and, 

a :redistributi-on "Qf energy lost -by--prompt neutxon,-- prompt---gamma-rays, -and 

fragment decay chains o 'l'hese e:ffe-cts ·are -undoubtedly not independent c. · The 

increased ki-netic energy ·-released---by the fi-ssion "Of- cu-ri-um--and -that of 

uranium can be largely explained by the first two effects e· The remaining 
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energy cpuld be accounted for· by small changes of t~e third type or ·of the 

mode of fission. The present experiment does not provide sufficient date: 

t9 permit an accurate e~timate of the relative itnportance of these three effects • 

SUMMARY 

The ·energy··dtstri"bution: ·of -the spontane-ous -fission fragments of 

Cm242 has b~en 111ea-sored. Both .-fission _--fra-gment-s ·from ·a· binary fission -were 

measured simul-tane·ously o The topological ·features of --the -distribution are 

the same as ·-fo;r- slow ·neutron--fi-ssion. _The --fission is ·more symmetrical than 

uranium or pl-utonium slow ·neutron ·fissi-ono The topological and··symmetljl" 

changes are ·be1ieved -to be--difference-s ·-resulting ·from the -change of elements 

and not a dii"ference between ·spontane'O'Ils ·and slow neutron fi-ssiono The total 

kinetic ~nergy relea·sed -is greater -than that ·released -for··plutonium ·or uranium 
. 1 

fission. 
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SYNCHROSCOPE 

SYNCHROSCOPE 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Fig. 1 

General Block Diagram of Double Ionization 
Chamber and Associated Electronics 
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LEAD WASHER 

OMITTED FROM DWG: 
INSULATORS 
FEED THROUGH POINTS 
SCREW HOLES 
SPRING LOADED HOLD DOWN 

CLAMPS FOR RING 
BRACKETS 
HOLD DOWN CLAMPS FOR TOP 

GRID CHARACTERISTICS: 

DOUBLE IONIZATION CHAMBER 

Fig. 2 

MU 485 

6 MIL STAINLESS STEEL WIRE 
EVERY 50 MILS. 

The draWing shows a section View of the double ionization 
chamber. It is intended to show dimensions only. Electrical 
connections are.shown in Fig. 1 
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em242 sample 

FORMVAR E ACTIVE MATERIAL 

FILM ~ / · . 

. oo4"T~ ~· 
LECTROMESH / 750" 

SHEET 2" 

Aotive material: em242 

Collimation one side 

9.3 x 106 40/m non-~ollimated aide 

Purifier a oxygen absorber • drier and circulating Runp -

-Pressurea 4 lbs/in2 Gauge 

Sample-grid field strength • 1500 volts/in2 

Grid-collector field strength • 3000 volts/in2 

Leotromesha a commercial square grid about so% 
transparent. The collimation removes 
all particles below 30°. 

Preparation• vacuum evaporation 
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Fig. 3 
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Three dimensional spontaneous fission fragment 
en~rgy distribution for ourium242 
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242 
SAMPLE Om 
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